**Literature Sociology of Emotions Spring 2018**

**Mandatory books**


**Mandatory articles**


Scheer, M. (2012) Are emotions a kind of practice (and is that what makes them have a history)? A Bourdieuan approach to understanding emotions, *History and Theory*, 51:193-220


**Reference literature – Extra reading for lectures and for further inquiry**

*This list will be completed.*

**For the lectures**


**Generic (introductions, collected volumes, perspectives, etc)**

Glavind Bo, Inger & Hviid Jacobsen, Michael (2017) Følelsernes sociologi, Hans Reitzels Forlag


Social movements and politics


Organisations and workplaces


https://www.elgaronline.com/view/9781786436320.xml (NOTE: Chapter one is free to access):
Reviews of this book:
http://amle.aom.org/content/early/2017/07/27/amle.2017.0281.abstract
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1350508417714522

**Gender**


**Globalisation**

